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When the first terminal server client gets on, that person works well Then the second terminal server client tries to login, they
get an error 20, that the data engine cannot be started.. When the second user tries to create the same Log, it fails and returns the
status 20.

Needless to say, it's never been tested on the newer Operating Systems like Win2003 or WinXP.. EXE in Task Manager when
the application is running If you are using the Workstation Engine, then you will have problems with Terminal Services (or
Citrix) because the Workstation engine wasn't really designed for that environment.. Where x: is the mapped drive to the server
ax directory and the? Being their user number, from 1 - 20) All of the users in the building have no problem getting on.. From
the server, I can start multiple instances of the program, using different startup points, and it works fine.. Any suggestions?
BTW, I am NOT a Btrieve expert, so keep your answers / suggestiions somewhat simple, and please don't assume that I'll know
what you're talking about.
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LOL This is a mission critical program for these folks and the software developer has never had anyone use terminal services to
access their software before.. I have done tons of database work in the past, but it was mostly foxpro stuff I have a little bit of
knowledge working with MySQL, but only from a web interface format.. Free Online Library: Btrieve Technologies ships
Btrieve 6 15 for NetWare and Windows NT Server; navigational client/server model maximizes control and performance.. My
best suggestion would be to upgrade to a Btrieve/Pervasive Server Engine The Server Engine runs as a service and isn't affected
like the Workstation engine on Terminal Services.. I have a customer who is running Btrieve Microkernel 6 15 430 This engine
is used by an accounting program called Aexpert. Apex Legends Download Mac
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 You might be able to get it working but there's no guarantee The status 20 occurs because of the Transaction Log (typically)..
We have looked at services and everything seems to be in order there We couldn't find where btrieve starts as a service, so
figure everything is ok. The Bad Beginning. by Lemony Snicket Read book in DJV, TXT, PRC, FB2, IBOOKS
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They also have 10 users in the building The accounting software creates separate start points for the users.. We just installed a
new server 2003 system for them with 10 Terminal Server Licenses.. When the Workstation Engine starts, it tries to create a
Transaction Log and it puts it into the same directory.. Second, It sounds like you're using a 'Workstation Engine' You can
confirm this by looking for W32MKDE.. You would want to verify that the application supports a newer version of the engine
(since finding a Btrieve 6.. Thanks in advance First, Btrieve v6 15 is very old It was last updated in about 1996 and is about four
major releases behind the current release (PSQL v9). 0041d406d9 dod 512 reverb effects processor manual muscle testing
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